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Simpler
A simpler user experience that makes it 
easier to do more in fewer clicks

Faster
The new Teams app is up to twice as fast while
consuming up to 50% fewer resources*

Streamlined actions

Less clutter for notifications, search,
and messages

Personalized experiences

Threaded conversations and

interactive emojis give users more

expressive collaboration

Intelligent Recap

Teams Intelligent Recap is a feature that uses 

AI to provide a personalized summary of a

meeting, including meeting notes, tasks,

highlights, and timeline markers

Microsoft 365 Chat in Teams

Cross-app data intelligence with

suggested prompts, built into Teams.

Simplified meetings

Meet app, meeting stage, and
presenter views

Smarter
Foundation for next-generation AI 
experiences to level up your 
productivity

Copilot in Teams

Stay organized and on top of all your 

chats, meetings, and calls with AI-

powered summarization

More Flexible
Seamless cross-tenant 
communication and collaboration 
across organizations with multiple 
tenants and multiple accounts

Side-by-side cross-tenant collaboration

Seamlessly chat and meet with users inside

and outside of your home tenant

Improved people search

Identify the correct colleague with improved

people search results across multiple

tenants

Improved collaboration across

organizational boundaries Users stay signed

into multiple accounts simultaneously and

receive real-time notifications

2X 50%
faster      fewer resources used

up to
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Learn more about the new Teams and Business Together 

with Microsoft, flexible suite of communication and 

collaboration services by Orange Business. 

App launch

2X faster

Join meetings

2X faster

Switch chat and channels

1.7X faster

Memory consumption

50% less
*An independent benchmarking firm, GigaOm, quantified the 
performancegains with new Teams in March 2023

Multi-tenant organizations (MTO)

Copilot

Intelligent recap

Multi-tenant, multi-account

Find in chat/channel

Group chat avatar

Auto suggest

Togetheremojis

Threaded replies

Etape X

Introducing

the new

Microsoft Teams

The new Microsoft Teams is here,
to help you grow your business 
and accomplish more together.

New Microsoft Teams is much faster and stable than before. There has been a 
significant improvement in navigating and switching between channels, 
conversations, and joining meetings. 

Ann Strachan
Senior Product Manager at Orange Business

“

More Flexible
Seamless cross-tenant communication 
and  collaboration across organizations 
with  multiple tenants and multiple 
accounts

“
Orange Business offers a customized solution for 
Microsoft Teams to meet your individual needs

Business Together with Microsoft provides a comprehensive service catalog for Microsoft 

Teams. Orange “à la carte” approach lets you choose the support you really need:

▪ Define your vision of workspace hub

▪ Transition at your own pace

▪ Boost user engagement

▪ Drive success through smarter ways of working

https://adoption.microsoft.com/en-us/new-microsoft-teams/
https://www.orange-business.com/en/solutions/collaboration-remote-working/business-together-microsoft
https://www.orange-business.com/en/solutions/collaboration-remote-working/business-together-microsoft
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